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LG PROTECTS UNSUSPECTING SHOPPERS 
FROM COUNTERFEIT TONE BLUETOOTH STEREO HEADSETS  

 
Federal Court Stops 22 Defendants Manufacturing, Selling Knock-Off LG TONE Headsets;  

LG Seeks $194 Million in Damages  

 
ENGLEWOOD CLIFFS, N.J., June 9, 2016 – A federal court granted a restraining 
order against 22 defendants, barring them from manufacturing, distributing and selling 
knock-offs of LG Electronics’ popular LG TONE Bluetooth headsets.  
 
To protect unsuspecting consumers who may unknowingly buy what they think is the 
latest LG TONE Bluetooth stereo headset, LG sued nearly two dozen companies selling 
counterfeit versions of the product. LG’s suit seeks nearly $200 million in damages, a 
permanent injunction, attorneys’ fees and other relief the court believes appropriate.  
 
LG’s TONE Bluetooth headsets are the product category leader, having created the 
neckband Bluetooth headsets product space with its highly-unique and distinctive look-
ing design which is a stark departure from prior Bluetooth configured devices.  
 
The court order prohibits all further sales of counterfeit and knock-off LG TONE head-
sets by the named defendants to unsuspecting shoppers. The infringing products at issue 
were largely sold by foreign companies, through various digital online marketplaces and 
platforms. 
  
“Thousands of shoppers simply looking to purchase an LG headset have been duped 
and victimized by companies cashing in on makeshift and second-rate headsets,” said 
Morris Lee, President of LG Electronics Mobile USA and Head of North America  
Mobile Business. “To prevent the further exploitation of consumers, LG is going after 
the companies attempting to take advantage of shoppers as well as the tremendous pop-
ularity of the TONE headsets.”  
 
LG also plans to pursue legal actions against vendors advertising and selling “liquidated” 
LG TONE products without truthfully disclosing to consumers that such products are 
not “new,” are often damaged, marred, refurnished, or repaired, and not covered by 
LG’s warranties, product guaranties and product return policies.      
 
“Other lawsuits and actions are in the works as LG works to protect unassuming shop-
pers,” Lee said. “This includes both large-scale actions, such as the current suit, as well 
as targeted suits against those products that blatantly infringe our design patent rights 
and product configuration trademark rights.”  
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About LG Electronics MobileComm USA 
LG Electronics MobileComm U.S.A. Inc., based in Englewood Cliffs, N.J., is the U.S. sales subsidiary of 
LG Electronics, Inc. a global innovator and trend leader in the global mobile communications industry. 
LG is driving the evolution of mobile forward with its highly competitive core technologies in the areas 
of display, battery and camera optics and strategic partnerships with noted industry leaders. LG's consum-
er-centric products -- including the flagship premium G Series models -- incorporate unique, ergonomic 
designs and intuitive UX features that enhance the user experience. The company remains committed to 
leading consumers into the era of convergence, maximizing inter-device connectivity between 
smartphones, tablets and a wide range of home and portable electronics products. For more information, 
please visit www.LG.com. 
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